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Place Network Leads to represent Place 
VCSE Networks at Assembly Board

Place Network Leads to represent VCSE within 
Place governance

VCSE Assembly Leads to represent 
Assembly at ICB/ICB

Alliances:
1 x VCSE rep in addition 

to Place partners

Place Networks:
Network Lead’ + 

Place-based VCSE or 
those with interest in 

priorities

Assembly Board:
VCSE Assembly Chair

5 x Place Leads 
Thematic Forum 
representation

1 x Empowering 
Communities rep

1 x CAS rep
ICS partners

Place Leads to support 
integration at system by 
representing VCSE within 
appropriate ICS governance

Place Leads to support 
workstreams, alongside other 
Assembly Board members 

VCSE 
integration 

work groups

ICS programme 
boards and 

other 
governance 
structures

Place Network Leads to Chair local Networks

Membership Norfolk & Waveney VCSE Assembly 

Which thematic forums 
should have a seat at the 

Assembly Board and 
why? 

Do we need the Chairs of 
these forums or could 

any member represent? 



Aspects to complete prior to July 2022
Prior to Lead appointments – Pre 
April 22

Prior to Lead appointments – April to 
June 2022

Wait for Lead appointments to shape 
Post July 2022 (in line with ICS 
timelines)

Agree funding available for Leads post 
and associated administrative support 
(both at a local level and for all 5)

Job role & appointment process for the Leads 
(12mth term)

ToR for the Networks

Work with infrastructure colleagues to 
draw down investment and identify a 
methodology for disseminating to sector 

Support local sector readiness– Clarity of 
purpose, vision and ‘benefits’ of the networks 
to be shared amongst local VCSE partners. 
Comms required to win hearts and minds.

How will the Network operate to support 
wide engagement? - How can small orgs 
engage? Innovate methods to support 
engagement.

Identify core principles and define the role 
expectations and recruitment process 

Funding available to support the wider 
activities of the Network to ensure 
representation, eg tech tools to support 
wide engagement

Convene a small working group to support 
these pre April 22 actions. 

Evaluation approach – agree how we will 
demonstrate impact of the networks


